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Summary
Introduction: Hospital-based medical services are increasingly utilizing team-based pagers and
smartphones to streamline communications. However, an unintended consequence may be higher
volumes of interruptions potentially leading to medical error. There is likely a level at which interruptions are excessive and cause a ‘crisis mode’ climate.
Methods: We retrospectively collected phone, text messaging, and email interruptions directed to
hospital-assigned smartphones on eight General Internal Medicine (GIM) teams at two tertiary care
centres in Toronto, Ontario from April 2013 to September 2014. We also calculated the number of
times these interruptions exceeded a pre-specified threshold per hour, termed ‘crisis mode’, defined
as at least five interruptions in 30 minutes. We analyzed the correlation between interruptions and
date, site, and patient volumes.
Results: A total of 187,049 interruptions were collected over an 18-month period. Daily weekday
interruptions rose sharply in the morning, peaking between 11 AM to 12 PM and measuring 4.8
and 3.7 mean interruptions/hour at each site, respectively. Mean daily interruptions per team totaled 46.2 ± 3.6 at Site 1 and 39.2 ± 4.2 at Site 2. The ‘crisis mode’ threshold was exceeded, on
average, 2.3 times/day per GIM team during weekdays. In a multivariable linear regression analysis,
site (β6.43 CI95% 5.44 – 7.42, p<0.001), day of the week (with Friday having the most interruptions) (β0.481 CI95% 0.236 – 0.730, p<0.05) and patient census (β1.55 CI95% 1.42 – 1.67,
p<0.05) were all predictive of daily interruption volume although there was a significant interaction effect between site and patient census (β-0.941 CI95% -1.18 – -0.703, p<0.05).
Conclusion: Interruptions were related to site-specific features, including volume, suggesting that future interventions should target the culture of individual hospitals. Excessive interruptions may have implications for patient safety especially when exceeding a maximal threshold over short periods of time.
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To improve communication between health professionals in hospitals, many health care teams centralize communications to one device such as a team pager or smartphone [1, 2]. This method has
led to easier communication for nurses through fewer incorrect pages and increased connectivity
[3]. There has also been a trend of replacing pagers with smartphones in the last decade [4, 5]. Physicians, nurses, and other health professionals have found smartphones to be invaluable tools in communicating issues around patient care by using secure text messages, emails, and phone calls [6, 7].
However, an unintended consequence of centralizing communication and using smartphones may
be higher volume of interruptions in the form of emails, phone calls, and text messages [7]. During
resident feedback sessions at our institution, a common complaint has been the sheer volume of interruptions from the team smartphone.
Previous literature has shown that interruptions can lead to higher medical error rates among
health care professionals including physicians, nurses, and pharmacists [8–11]. Interruptions can
also disrupt task completion, increase workload, and can lead to poor recall about the details regarding the task at hand [12, 13]. Interruptions via smartphones have been shown to lead to distraction
during transfer of patient information [5, 14]. However, some interruptions are essential to patient
care such as the notification of a clinically deteriorating patient or emergent test results [15, 16].
Thus, interruptions can simultaneously provide timely vital information about patients but also disrupt medical staff from performing cognitively demanding tasks. Therefore, a balance between communication and work flow needs to be achieved. With excessive interruptions, clinicians may be unable to complete tasks or even resolve earlier interruptions [17]. This may contribute to perceptions
of a “crisis mode” work climate [18]. Consequently, volumes of interruptions have clear implications
for patient safety and healthcare delivery [19]. Prior studies on communication in the hospital setting found that interruptions by telephone land lines and pagers occurred approximately every 18
minutes [20].

2. Objectives
The purpose of this study was to determine the rate of interruptions from smartphones used in the
care of patients on the General Internal Medicine (GIM) ward in academic hospitals.

3. Methods
3.1 Design and Setting
We conducted a retrospective study of team-based smartphone communications at two academic
care sites at the University Health Network, a tertiary hospital in Toronto, Ontario. The two sites included in the study were Toronto General Hospital (Site 1) and Toronto Western Hospital (Site 2),
each with approximately 80 General Internal Medicine beds, divided into four Clinical Teaching
Unit (CTU) GIM teams for a total of 8 CTU teams being studied. CTU teams staffing is routine and
usually staffed by one senior second-year medical resident, three junior first-year medical residents,
and one or two medical students.
Each CTU team at each of the two sites was previously provided with an institutional smartphone
to receive and place phone calls, and receive and send text messages and emails. Healthcare professionals can send secure text messages to a team smartphone through the hospitals’ secure communication system, Clinical Messenger. While the primary source of communication comes from nursing
staff, other sources include patient flow coordinators, attending physicians, physicians from consulting services, and other health professionals. The precise source of each communication was not
documented, and neither was the content of each communication, which were all presumed to be
related to direct patient care, as these devices are prohibited for personal use.
We defined the term interruptions as an intrusion by an unplanned and unscheduled task, and included emails, phone calls, and text messages sent only to the team smartphone. These communi© Schattauer 2017
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cations were deemed “interruptive” for three reasons. First, all three types of communications elicited a perceptible noise/vibration when received and therefore provide a noticeable sensory interruption to the resident carrying the smartphone. Second, the individual responding to the sensory
interruption must then shift his or her attention to deal with the smartphone message or phone call,
leading to a temporal and cognitive interruption in completing the task at hand. Third, nearly all
communications from nursing staff were not elicited and are therefore unexpected in nature causing
an interruption to the receiver of the communication. Fourth, even when the recipient is engaged in
using the smartphone, a new communication was deemed an interruption because it necessitated a
transfer of attention from one communication to another. Thus, it is unlikely that a recipient is focused on the precise issue of the incoming communication at the time it is received and therefore
the communication is interruptive. Therefore, although vital information may be delivered via one
of these aforementioned communications, we deemed them interruptive because each communication necessitates a deviation of attention away from a concurrent undertaking.
The team smartphone is typically carried by the most senior resident of the team at any given
time and is rarely carried by staff physicians. They are required to be on 24 hours a day to receive
any urgent communication regarding patient care. Communications directed at personal devices
were not tracked due to concern of privacy and feasibility. Personal pagers were generally not used in
lieu of team smartphones and therefore constitute a significant minority of all communications, and
therefore were not included in the study. Furthermore, although communication regarding patient
care can be sent through personal pagers and personal handheld devices (although discouraged due
to patient confidentiality issues), most communications are targeted to the team smartphone. As
well, the model of directing communications to a single device is a common and widely used
method of streamlining communication in North American tertiary centres [1, 2].

3.2 Definition of Crisis Mode
Resident feedback at our site provided information about instances when the team smartphone
would repeatedly receive interruptions in a short period of time – whether by phone calls, text messages, or emails. Such interruptions prevented residents from completing work and they would be
harried to respond to interruptions. We determined a threshold of excessiveness for the number interruptions per time period, a concept not previously documented in the literature regarding communication in health care. We termed this threshold, ‘crisis mode,’ a concept applied from work climates in which staff members are “doing too many things too quickly” [15, 18]. We determined this
threshold by randomly querying 20 residents and 10 staff working on the CTUs at both sites. With
face-to-face surveys, we posed the following question, “Beyond what limit of interruptions per hour,
defined as phone calls, text messages, and emails, would impede your ability to complete daily clinical tasks in a safe and timely manner?” We also asked for qualitative descriptions to support their selection of the perceived ‘crisis mode’ value, including queries about their experiences on the wards.
Based on the data provided by these surveys, we averaged the values and defined the perceived crisis
mode threshold as a period of time in which there were at least 5 interruptions within 30 minutes or
less, or one every 6 minutes. Using this baseline definition, we also performed a sensitivity analysis
using 4 and 6 interruptions per 30 minutes for comparison.

3.3 Data Collection
Three types of smartphone interruptions were analyzed: clinical text messages, emails, and incoming phone calls. We collected this data for eight GIM teams from April 1, 2013 to September 30,
2014, for a total of 18 months. During this period, we also collected data regarding daily patient volume from our hospital database, which was defined as the total daily patient census for each site.
Data on the exact date and time of the clinical text messages and phone calls were obtained from
the telecommunications provider. Duration of phone calls was not documented due limitations in
available data. Outgoing calls, emails, and texts were not collected, as these were initiated by residents and therefore not deemed interruptions. Data on the exact date and time of incoming email
communications were obtained electronically from the hospital email servers.
© Schattauer 2017
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For the 18-month study period, we determined the frequency of each type of interruption and
plotted it against time of day. The frequency of ‘crisis mode’ events was calculated by identifying individual occurrences throughout the study period in which 5 or more interruptions were received by
a team within 30 minutes, and dividing the frequency over a 24-hour period. This value gave us the
chances of achieving the crisis mode on any given day per team. Because our definition of crisis
mode was novel and not validated, we performed a sensitivity analysis on its parameters using
thresholds of 20% above and below the mentioned definition. Multiple linear regression analysis was
performed to identify a correlation between the number of daily interruptions per team and the following predictors: month (coded as a linear term, 1–12), day of the week (coded as a linear term),
daily team patient census, and hospital site. We also test for an interaction term between site and volume. This analysis excluded the observation period during the winter holiday period (December 21
– January 2) due to changes in team structure and communication. Statistics were performed using
Stata 14.1 (Lakewood, TX).

4. Results
A total of 187,049 interruptions were collected over an 18-month period for the eight CTU teams at
the two hospital sites (▶ Table 1). Of these, 44,795 (23.9%) interruptions were phone calls, 39,044
(20.9%) were emails, and the remaining 103,210 (52.2%) were clinical text messages. Of the total
number of interruptions, 101,279 (54.1%) were from Site 1 and the remainder from Site 2 (85 770,
45.9%). Average daily census at each site was 19.6 patients/team at Site 1 and 19.4 patients/team at
Site 2. Maximum census occurred during September 2014, at 21.0 patients/team at Site 1 and 23.3
patients/team at Site 2.
▶Figure 1 displays the average daily weekday interruptions at Site 1 and Site 2. Daily weekday interruptions at both sites rose sharply in the morning with a peak between 11AM-12PM, measuring
4.8 and 3.7 average interruptions at Site 1 and Site 2, respectively. An additional peak at 2PM–3PM
yielded 4.3 and 3.0 average interruptions at Site 1 and Site 2, respectively. At Site 1, the average daily
phone call, email, and clinical message interruptions were 13.3, 15.8, and 22.4, respectively, for a
total of 51.4 daily weekday interruptions per CTU team. At Site 2, these values were 9.2, 6.0, and
27.1, with a daily total of 42.3 interruptions per CTU team.
Across both sites, interruptions rose over the course of the 18 months of the study, with peaks in
July of both academic years. Monthly fluctuations at both sites were seen, with nadirs occurring in
February 2014 for Site 2 and September 2013 for Site 1.

4.1 Periods of excessive interruptions
Across the 18-month study period, we determined that the excessive interruptions threshold was exceeded 2.3 (SD = 2.0) times per team during weekdays and 1.0 times per team on a weekend day.
Over the course of the day, the highest likelihood of surpassing the threshold was at 11:00 AM, when
this exceeded a 25% chance (▶ Figure 2). The mean duration that a crisis mode would last was 35.1
minutes, with a median of 30 minutes (interquartile range 25.5 - 42.0 minutes). The maximum sustained excessive interruption period was 180.9 minutes with 36 interruptions. The highest frequency
of interruptions was 57 within a 93.4-minute period.
A sensitivity analysis was conducted on the excessive interruptions threshold using 20% limits.
With a lower boundary of 4.0 interruptions per 30 minutes, this threshold was exceeded 3.7 (SD =
2.2) times per day. With an upper boundary of 6.0 interruptions per 30 minutes, the threshold was
exceeded 1.4 (SD = 1.6) times per day. Similar temporal peaks were seen using these definitions as
well.

© Schattauer 2017
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4.2 Predictors of Interruptions
The multiple linear regression analysis yielded a statistically significant [F(4, 3991) = 183.59, p <
0.001; R2 = 0.187] model predictive of our outcome. A main effect was found with three predictor
variables: site (β 6.43 CI 95% 5.44 – 7.42, p<0.001), day of the week (with Friday having the most interruptions) (β 0.481 CI 95% 0.236 – 0.730, p<0.05) and patient volume (β 1.55 CI 95% 1.42 – 1.67,
p<0.05). However, in a model including an interaction term between site and volume, we found a
significant effect from the interaction (β –0.941 CI 95% –1.18 – -0.703, p<0.05). There was no main
effect of month (β –0.160 CI 95% –0.329 – 0.010 p=0.08) on the number of interruptions.

Our findings show that there are a significant number of daily smartphone interruptions to physicians on a typical clinical teaching unit. On weekdays, teams experienced the ‘crisis mode’ 2.3 times
per day in which their interruptions exceeded 5 events per 30 minutes. We saw a high number of interruptions on average during regular workday hours, including during ‘protected’ educational
times between 8–9 am and 12–1 pm, times dedicated for residents to receive regularly scheduled
teaching when interdisciplinary staff are instructed not to contact residents with routine ward issues
[21]. The daily variation in interruption volume may be related to nursing work flow processes such
as medication administration timing and handover of patient care. Monthly variations in interruption volumes, for example the peak observed in July, may be due to familiarity of residents with
hospital systems and ordering processes. Interruptions were also significantly higher in one site and
thus may be related to practice culture, including the education of nurses and other health professions (although this association was mediated by patient volume). Alternative explanations for the
difference between the two sites may be an unmeasured variable such as complexity of patients or
different numbers of patients bed-spaced to surgical wards.
In this study, we defined communications from nurses to physicians via text, email or phone calls
as interruptions. It is important to recognize that communication is vital in patient care, but there is
likely a balance between the importance of delivered information and the volume of communications. While more communication can be seen as a positive as it improves team coordination,
there is a tension in which too much communication can be overwhelming on an individual level.
This can lead to the experience of fatigue and cause individuals to ignore or delaying responses to
communications [22]. Centralizing the communication to a team device likely increases the chance
of this occurring.
Our study found a higher total number of interruptions compared to previous studies on interruptions on general medical wards [7, 20, 23, 24], but a lower number of interruptions compared to
interruptions on surgical wards and teams [25, 26]. For example, in a study of operating room distractions, Antoniadis et al found that surgeons experienced interruptions 9.82 times per hour [27].
In a prior study in an ICU setting using smartphone technology found that sent and received messages totalled only 14.1 per day [28]. The relatively high numbers of interruptions seen in our study
may be due to higher patient volumes or complexity at our sites or may be a reflection of the culture
of communication at our sites. The higher number of interruptions seen on surgical wards may be
due to the primary use of pagers in these studies for all communication including within the surgical
team. At our institution, most communication between medical (rather than nursing) team
members occurred through texting on personal smartphones and thus was not considered in the
total communications, which likely lead to an underestimation of total interruptions.
A previous study has found that residents, staff physicians, and allied health members perceived
that smartphones improved both efficiency and quality of care [29]. As well, centralizing communication to a team device is also used in academic centers to improve communication [1, 2]. However,
this change has made inter-professional communication easier and likely reduced the threshold to
communicate, although rigorous data is lacking in this field due to lack of standardization definitions across studies. This has increased the total number of communications – and has led to several
unintended negative consequences of improved information technology. Firstly, high volumes of interruptions are known to lead to medical errors and decreased efficiency in multiple health care dis© Schattauer 2017
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ciplines [9, 10, 17, 30, 31]. For example, in a study of diagnostic radiology residents, increased interruptions were associated with subsequently increased discrepant reports in the following hour [32].
Secondly, medical education is impacted due to the interruption of both formal and informal teaching sessions scheduled throughout the workday [26,33,34]. Additional negative impact of smartphone communications include reduced communicator accountability, inappropriate escalation of
communication urgency, healthcare worker stress, and deterioration of interdisciplinary relationships [23, 35]. Whereas pagers don’t necessarily require urgent response because of cultural expectations, texts marked as urgent and certainly phone calls carry the inherent understanding of an immediate response. Therefore, these unintended negative consequences must be considered when
evaluating the effect of transitioning from pagers to smartphones in health care settings.
Although centralization of communications to a single team smartphone can be burdensome, it
does accomplish two important educational and training objectives in academic health centres. One,
it allows senior residents carrying the device to learn how to delegate tasks and make prompt critical
decisions. Secondly, junior residents are shielded against a flurry of interruptive communications
and are therefore able to practice their clinical skills in their formative year. Thus, the high volume of
communications and disruptions must be weighed against the benefits of centralized communication, which include training objectives for senior and junior residents.
In our study, we also introduced the new concept of excessive interruptions, termed ‘crisis mode’,
and defined its quantitative threshold based on surveying of our residents and staff. Our results
demonstrate that the frequency of the ‘crisis mode’ is unfortunately high during the workday, although it is unclear whether residents in our study eventually adapted to this level of disruption. Although defined elsewhere in a different context, our defined threshold for ‘crisis mode’ was based on
a small sample size from our local institutions and therefore lacks in external validity and is based on
the perceptions of our residents rather than a grounded operationalized definition [18]. However, as
this definition previously does not exist in the literature, we have taken a first step in applying this
novel concept to healthcare associated communications. Furthermore, this concept may be a future
patient safety metric and therefore additional studies are needed to further validate this definition in
similar settings and assess its impact on healthcare worker function and patient care.
There are several limitations to our study. First, both participating sites are part of the same university affiliated hospital system, which limits the study’s external validity to academic centres using
smartphones as their method of communication. Second, our study did not differentiate among the
sources of interruptions nor content. Therefore, we were unable to assess the appropriateness of the
interruptions. However, such a high volume of interruption especially during peak periods is likely
unsafe regardless of indication. Third, we likely underestimated the total amount of interruptions
experienced by residents as we did not include text messages and phone calls to personal communication devices, communication via personal pagers, and face to face interruptions. As well, we did
not include outgoing communications from team devices, which, although these are no interruptions, are certainly consequences of interruptions that may increase the burden of work and disrupt flow.
Future directions of research need to examine how to reduce inappropriate interruptions rather
than reducing the total volume of interruptions. Some studies have shown that one third of interruptions are in fact inappropriate in their urgency designation [26, 36]. Potential interventions to reduce inappropriate interruption include inter-professional educational programs, decision support
tools to assist health care staff in deciding appropriateness of communication, and utilizing electronic ‘to do lists’ to reduce interruptions of low-urgency communications. Research should also investigate the impact of technological interruptions on patient outcomes [37].

6. Conclusion
Our study demonstrated a high number of smartphone interruptions for residents working in
CTUs, a metric correlating with patient volume and clinical site. Although direct patient and trainee
impact was not assessed in our study, the high number of interruptions likely affected both patient
care and trainee education. Future directions of investigation should investigate the sources of inappropriate interruptions as well as strategies to reduce their occurrence.
© Schattauer 2017
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Clinical Relevance Statements
There was a high level of smartphone interruptions for housestaff on the general internal medicine
service.
The number of interruptions varied based on patient volume, site, and day of the week.
Physicians carrying the smartphones experienced frequent concentrated bursts of increased interruptions.

Human Subjects Protection
The study was performed in compliance with the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki on Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects, and was reviewed and
approved by the University Health Network Institutional Review Board, Toronto, Ontario.

© Schattauer 2017
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Fig. 1 Distribution of weekday interruptions received by residents carrying the team smartphone at each site
(Column 1 –Toronto General Hospital, Column 2, Toronto Western Hospital)

Fig. 2 Probability of entering ‘crisis mode’ by hour of day for a resident carrying a team smartphone, stratified by
threshold of interruptions per hour
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Table 1 Interruptions by site and type of interruption, N = 187 049
Site 1

Site 2

Daily Average Total, all
per team
teams
All Interruptions

%

Daily Average Total, all
per team
teams

%

51.4

101 279

54.1

42.4

85770

45.9

Emails

15.8

28283

27.9

6.0

10761

12.5

Text Messages

13.3

26373

26.0

9.2

18422

21.5

Phones

22.4

46623

46.0

27.1

56587

66.0
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